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II

RECENTLY IN PRIVATE COLLECTION ...
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THANK YOU

Thank you for your support!  
With buying a miniature art project from me you 
help me to continue my work, my painting, my 

teachings,
my life.

Thank you!

 
 
 
 
“Just to let you know that everything arrived safely and well. Figures 
just look great. Good to see them “live” to get an idea of your color 
studies. Very beautiful as outcome.”                                                
                                                                                                — Marc
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“Just to let you know the Space Wolf Lord arrived yesterday, and in 
one piece! It’s a wonderful figure - so much to enjoy and learn from 

here, and I feel reinvigorated for my painting!”
 

- Dave
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II

Welcome 
 to my miniature-art cataloge. 

My name is Roman Lappat and I am a 
self-employed artist, mainly focusing on 
miniature art, modelling and teaching.  
You can find more information about me a 
and about my work via www.romanlappat.com.
 
I am the founder of the blog “Massive Voodoo”, which
spreads the word and the beauty of this form of art globally.
I am also teaching miniature painting classes all over Europe and try
to bring everyone attending to one of my classes a step further in his personal painting 
experience. During my self-employment I painted over 2500 miniatures. From gaming 
commission to unique display pieces and I still enjoy doing a commission here or there. My 
main focus currently is on display projects, to which I paint at least six hours each day since 
several years.

Miniature Painting is my work and being self-employed means that I do not have many of 
my models in my own cabinet. I have to sell them to pay my rent, my taxes, my insurances 
and my bread. Just like everyone else has to do with his earnings from his job and with this I 
did not tell you yet that I also have the wish to have my own family in the future. Well, being 
a Miniature Painter is definitely not the common every day job, but I will never regret my 
decisions in life. Painting Miniatures and teaching it gives me a lot and the experiences I have 
been able to collect on my creative journeys and the people I meet let me see the world with 
a different view, with a sharp mind, and trained eagle eyes. 

Is Miniature Painting Art?
Well, I often answer this question by saying the following: Art is
happening in oneself. If you see something and consider it as a form
of art then it is art for you. Let no one else tell you what you should see as art.

 WHO I AM?
INTRODUCTION

www.romanlappat.com
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II
WHY I CHARGE WHAT I CHARGE?

      INTRODUCTION

First of all and most important:
Thank you for your interest in my work. I always put a little bit of my soul in each brush-
stroke and in the end of a day a painted miniature has many of them. I feel very honoured 
that you are interested in my creations and want to make one of them your own. You will 
have a little part of my soul at home if you decide so.

Please keep in mind by reading the following descriptions that I am doing what I do for a 
living. It’s my daily work and I have to pay my rent and bread from my sales. There is no 
offence in telling you that. I am telling it because there are people who do not understand 
why I ask what I ask for my work and the hours I did put into these projects.

If you decide to buy one of my projects, please know that you are helping me live. You are 
buying a piece of me, a piece of my heart, of my soul and emotions I put into the project 
while creating it. You are not only buying a project, you are also buying the experience I 
collected over the years to create it.

My miniatures have won several awards at different miniature shows all over Europe in the 
last years, but I do not like showing off with miniature awards and I will not start with it in 
this catalog.
 
Not very often it is easy to calculate a charge on only calculatable terms. Very often I find 
myself sitting before a project that I plan to sell and see a factor that is not allowing to put 
calculations on it: Emotions. I do paint with them. It is because painting is a way to heal 
my soul and understand my life. Painting and the outcome of my three dimensionl canvas-
es mean a lot to me as often you find me putting in raw emotions in my work.
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II      INTRODUCTION

 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE:
The photo quality in this document is not the best due my wish to keep this file small.
Please check back with the additional links (clickable) below each project to get directed
to better photos of the figure or even a small video. When I say “on high quality display 
plinth “ I mean a plinth by Dino Pivato from Italy, hand-selected for this project.

Questions left? 
Please feel free to ask me any questions you got left after this informational PDF.

My email address is: jarhead@massivevoodoo.com
 

I am happy to answer your questions.
Thank you for your time!

Many thanks to everyone who supports me in my passion, art, work, craft and life.  
Be sure you will have a piece of my heart and soul at your home with every project you 
collect from me.
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II      GAMING MINIATURES

A figure to play with, but a really beautiful one.
The following miniature projects are gaming models. They can be used for tabletop and other 
boardgames. They arrive on a display plinth, but can be removed easily. 

I love to paint faster projects once in a while with aiming for the gaming table. It is the best 
feeling to finish something faster than usual and see a cool result. These models often do not 
have the same quality if you compare them to my busts, display miniatures or dioramas. Just 
because they are painted for something else. Fun with colors and joy to play with. 

I do paint all sorts of gaming miniatures, all sorts of gaming systems, but mainly I paint what 
calls me. 

Please enjoy the following area of this cataloge, enjoy my gaming miniatures and make one of 
it yours if you like it. 

 
 
 

“A figure to play with, but a really beautiful one. 
Bring a very special figure on your table and wargame 

with style.”
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GAMING MINIATURES

Blood Bowl Elf Referee 
Project year: 2021
Games Workshop. Scale 28 mm, plastic.
gaming base, no plinth.
 
Price: 250,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
 
Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/blood-bowl-elf-referee
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GAMING MINIATURES

Damyio Boba Fett 
Project year: 2023
Star Wars Legion. Scale 32 mm, plastic.
gaming base, no plinth.
 
Price: 300,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
 
Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/damyio-boba-fett
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GAMING MINIATURES

Ultramarine Primaris Marine 
Project year: 2023
Games Workshop. Scale 28 mm, plastic.
gaming base, no plinth.
 
Price: 300,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
 
Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/ultramarine
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GAMING MINIATURES

Imperial Fist Sergeant  
Project year: 2023
Games Workshop. Scale 28 mm, plastic.
gaming base, no plinth.
 
Price: 300,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
 
Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/imperial-fist-sergeant
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GAMING MINIATURES

Leagues of Votann - Hearthkyn Warrior #02 
Project year: 2023
Games Workshop. Scale 28 mm, plastic.
gaming base, no plinth.
 
Price: 250,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
 
Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/leagues-of-votann-hearthkyn-warrior-02
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GAMING MINIATURES

Leagues of Votann - Hearthkyn Warrior #01 
Project year: 2023
Games Workshop. Scale 28 mm, plastic.
gaming base, no plinth.
 
Price: 350,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
 
Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/leagues-of-votann-hearthkyn-warrior-01
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GAMING MINIATURES

Warcry II - Frazetta Color Study 
Project year: 2021
Games Workshop. Scale 28 mm, plastic.
gaming base, no plinth.
 
Price: 300,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
 
Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/warcry-ii-fraazetta-color-study
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GAMING MINIATURES

Elrond on Horse 
Project year: 2023
Games Workshop. Scale 28 mm, plastic.
gaming base, no plinth.
 
Price: 300,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
 
Want to see more photos of this project? 
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/lotr-elrond
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GAMING MINIATURES

Cursed City - Ulfenwatch Skeleton Warrior #02 
Project year: 2021
Games Workshop. Scale 28 mm, plastic.
gaming base, no plinth.
 
Price: 150,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
 
Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/cursed-city-ulfenwatch-skeleton-warrior-02
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GAMING MINIATURES

Warcry Darkoath Savager Barbarian - RESERVED! 
Project year: 2022
Games Workshop. Scale 28 mm, plastic.
gaming base, no plinth.
 
Price: 300,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
 
Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/warcry-darkoath-savager-barbarian
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GAMING MINIATURES

Belladamma Volga 
Project year: 2022
Games Workshop. Scale 28 mm, plastic.
gaming base, no plinth.
 
Price: 400,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
 
Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/belladamma-volga
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II   DISPLAY MINIATURES

2. Display Miniatures
The following miniature projects are not gaming models. They were painted in a very high 
quality to be pleasing to the eye. They are not meant to be a diorama, but very often also 
my single display models tell their story. I like to paint Fantasy and Historical miniatures, 
different scales and different subjects.

The following miniatures you encountered are not just painted nicely. They go through a 
long process in my brain while I am working on the concept for their presentation. They are 
always a picture of my personal vision I have for this particular model. Very often I spent a 
lot of time creating a unique, scratchbuild base to my display models. 

These miniatures are not painted in some five hours. Usually they take me up to thirty hours 
and beyond, depending on the project. A lot of the craftmanship that I am studying since 
several years when it comes to painting goes into these. As my style and taste changes over the 
years my models also might vary in their appearence, basing- and painting style. 

Please enjoy the following area of this cataloge, enjoy my display miniatures and make one of 
it yours if you like it. 

“A miniature for display. 
A single miniature that tells a story, shows a strong 

character or an important moment.  
Color choices, painting techniques and 

characterful details make a single model stand out.”
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DISPLAY MINIATURES

Kyra
Project year: 2022
Figure by Black Crow Miniatures. Not for gaming. Fixed on the base. 

Price: 400,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/kyra
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DISPLAY MINIATURES

Pale Horse
Project year: 2020 
Mr. Lee’s Minis, Miniature Scale 15mm
Not for gaming. Fixed on the base. 

Price: 400,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/pale-horse
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DISPLAY MINIATURES

Blood Temple! 
Project year: 2020 
Mr. Lee’s Minis, Mindworkgames, Miniature Scale 15mm, 75mm
Not for gaming. Fixed on the base. 

Price: 650,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/blood-temple
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DISPLAY MINIATURES

Cadian Officer
Project year: 2023
Figure by Games Workshop. Not for gaming. Fixed on the base. 

Price: 500,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/officer-of-cadia
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DISPLAY MINIATURES

Force of Nature
Project year: 2022 
Lord of the Pring, Miniature Scale 75mm (32mm Monster)
Not for gaming. Fixed on the base. 

Price: 1100,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/force-of-nature
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DISPLAY MINIATURES

Espern Locarno - Imperial Navigator - SOLD!
Project year: 2023
Figure by Games Workshop. Not for gaming. Fixed on the base. 

Price: 400,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/espern-locarno-imperial-navigator
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DISPLAY MINIATURES

Classic Sister Repentia
Project year: 2023
Figure by Games Workshop. Not for gaming. Fixed on the base. 

Price: 400,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/classic-sister-repentia
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DISPLAY MINIATURES

Kroot Hunter
Project year: 2023
Figure by Games Workshop. Not for gaming. Fixed on the base. 

Price: 500,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/kroot-hunter
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DISPLAY MINIATURES

Cadian Soldier with Plasma Rifle
Project year: 2023
Figure by Games Workshop. Not for gaming. Fixed on the base. 

Price: 500,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/cadian-soldier-plasma-gun
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DISPLAY MINIATURES

Oni
Project year: 2022
Figure by Artisian Guild Miniatures. 3D Print. 
Scale: 54 mm. Not for gaming. Fixed on the base. 

Price: 350,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/oni-1
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DISPLAY MINIATURES

Dschingis Cow
Project year: 2009~2015

Miniature by Figone, Scale: ~90 mm, Resin, 
heavy, unique conversion on the model, one of a kind,
scratchbuild base on display plinth.

Price: 400,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
http://www.puttyandpaint.com/projects/6926

http://www.puttyandpaint.com/projects/6926
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DISPLAY MINIATURES

Ulthwé Aeldari Ranger
Project year: 2023
Figure by Games Workshop. Not for gaming. Fixed on the base. 

Price: 400,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/ulthw%C3%A9-aeldari-ranger
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DISPLAY MINIATURES

40k Cathedral Display Base - SOLD!
Project year: 2022 
Lord of the Pring, Miniature Scale 75mm (32mm Monster)
Not for gaming. Fixed on the base. 

Price: 650,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/cathedral-display-base
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II   BUSTS

A bust is about character.
The following miniature projects are not gaming models. They are only showing a part of a 
miniature. A so called bust. Mainly face and upper body. 

The magic in painting these is that you know what it is about to paint up a bust: It’s about 
the charcter and even there is no basework present, they can tell a story. That is what I am 
always driving for. Telling stories even in busts. Telling stories with a character that I find and 
dig out with painting him.

I do paint historical and fantasy busts. Different scales. Everything that calls me. 

Please enjoy the following area of this cataloge, enjoy my busts and make one of it yours if 
you like it. 

“A bust is about character. It is the only thing a bust is 
about. A face and a story behind it. Many stories can 

be told with such a portrait of a character.”
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BUSTS

 
Connor - SOLD! 
Project year: 2022 
Brokentoad, 1:10
Not for gaming. Fixed on the base. 

Price: 500,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/connor
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BUSTS

 

Troglodyte 
Project year: 2022 
Spira Mirabilis, 1:10
Not for gaming. Fixed on the base. 

Price: 700,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/troglodyte
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BUSTS

Germanic Warrior
Project year: 2017
Bust by Fer Miniatures, Miniature height: 1:12, Resin,
on display bust plinth.

Price: 400,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/germanic-warrior
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BUSTS

 
Ballsaurus - SOLD! 
Project year: 2022 
Spira Mirabilis, 1:12
Not for gaming. Fixed on the base. 

Price: 800,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/ballsaurus
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BUSTS

Funkmaster J
Project year: 2014
Bust by Fer Miniatures, Miniature height: 54 mm, Resin,
heavy conversion, on display bust plinth.

Price: 250,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
http://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/funkmaster-j

http://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/funkmaster-j
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II   DIORAMAS

A diorama is a scene that tells a story. 
I like to tell stories. Some are packed with emotions, others with action, but always several 
miniatures are included in one diorama. A diorama can be a duel between two combatants, 
a big battle scene or just some characters playing hide and seek. What I also aim for when 
creating my dioramas is that the story is self explaining, which is often not an easy task. I am 
not the biggest fan to show a project that I have to explain everything about or even write a 
full story to it so that the viewer gets the point. I try to keep this under control with delicate 
compositon setups, wise choice of miniatures and a vibrant color play in such big scenes. 

The settings you see are scratchbuild and you can bet that creating these unique dioramas 
takes its time. Therefore they are not sold in the same price range like for example a single 
gaming figure. 

Very often my dioramas are not easy to be shipped with the postal service. For most of my 
dioramas I try to arrange a pickup or transfer when we meet- or a friend of mine - can bring 
it to you in person to a figure event or another occasion.

Please enjoy the following area of this cataloge, enjoy my unique dioramas and make one of 
it yours if you like it. 

“A diorama is a little or big scene that tells a story, it 
will deliver the story due different models, dynamic 

compositions in color and setup. A good diorama needs 
only visuals, no explanations.”
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II    DIORAMAS

Death Dealer Tribute - SOLD!
Project year: 2022 Scale 28 mm 
A framed diorama and tribute to Frank Frazetta. One of a kind.

Price: 2400,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/death-dealer-tribute-to-frank-frazetta
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II    DIORAMAS

 
MERICA!
Project year: 2023, Scale 28 mm 
Mixed Media Diorama. One of a kind.

Price: 4000,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/merica
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II    DIORAMAS

 
Necromunda: Gang Territory “Escher”
Project year: 2022, Scale 28 mm 
A framed diorama. One of a kind. 
Games Workshop.

Price: 4000,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/the-underhive
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II    DIORAMAS

 
Eye of the Storm
Project year: 2022, Scale 28 mm 
A framed diorama. One of a kind. 
Games Workshop.

Price: 5000,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/eye-of-the-storm
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II    DIORAMAS

 
 
Site of Grace 
Project year: 2023, Scale 28 mm 
A framed diorama. One of a kind. 
Karol Rudyk Art (Miniature). Honour Guard (Castle).

Price: 900,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/grace-eldenring-inspired-diorama
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II    DIORAMAS

 
Vlkafenryka - SOLD!
Project year: 2022 Scale 28 mm 
A framed diorama. One of a kind.

Price: 4000,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/vlkafenryka
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II    DIORAMAS

 
 
Rain of Vengeance - SOLD!  
Project year: 2022, Scale 28 mm 
A framed diorama. One of a kind. 
Games Workshop.

Price: 4000,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/rain-of-vengeance
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II    DIORAMAS

 
CADIA STANDS.
Project year: 2023, Scale 28 mm 
A framed diorama. One of a kind. 
Games Workshop.

Price: 7500,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/cadia-stands
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II    DIORAMAS

Cats - SOLD!
Project year: 2019, Scale 28 mm 
A unique and peaceful diorama, pure miniature art. One of a kind.
Cats by minisocles.fr on high quality, completly scratchbuild display base.  

Price: 1200,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/cats

https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/cats
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II    DIORAMAS

 
 
 
 
 
THE LAST BITE - SOLD!
Project year: 2022 Scale 28 mm 
408 Miniatures in one diorama. To be displayed in a museum.

Price: 11.000,00 € (in private collection.)

Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/the-last-bite
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DIORAMAS
- The Last Light -
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DIORAMAS

“The Last Light”
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II    DIORAMAS

The Last Light - SOLD!
Project year: 2013

Working time on the project: 480 hours.
Miniatures by Games Workshop, scale: 28 mm. Plastic and White Metal, 
scratchbuild base, on display diorama plinth. 127 Miniatures on the base. 
Games Day Germany, 2013, Slayersword
Duke of Bavaria 2016 - Best of Diorama
... and other medals on different shows.

Price: 6.500,00 € (in private collection.)
Shipping: not possible, we need to find a solution together, possibly personal delivery or pick 
up. Black special box for transportation - build for this diorama - included. Contact me for 
details.

Want to see more photos of this project?
http://www.puttyandpaint.com/projects/3432
360° video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xaB1YLYnqu0&safe=active
Step by Step article: http://massivevoodoo.blogspot.de/2013/11/the-last-light.html

http://www.puttyandpaint.com/projects/3432
https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DxaB1YLYnqu0%26safe%3Dactive
http://massivevoodoo.blogspot.de/2013/11/the-last-light.html
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PAINTED WHILE TEACHING

 
 
 

Hell Dog - SOLD!
Project year: 2019
Massive Darkness 32 mm. Plastic.  
Zenital Light and Speedpainting Explanations during a private coaching.
 
Price: 50,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
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PAINTED WHILE TEACHING

 
 
 

 
OSL #09
Project year: 2021
Pantheon. 32 mm. Plastic.  
OSL basic explanations during a private coaching.
 
Price: 50,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
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PAINTED WHILE TEACHING

 
 
 

 
OSL #11 - SOLD!
Project year: 2021
Massive Darkness. 32 mm. Plastic.  
OSL advanced explanations during a private coaching.
 
Price: 100,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
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PAINTED WHILE TEACHING

 
 
 

 
OSL #10
Project year: 2021
Massive Darkness. 32 mm. Plastic.  
OSL basic explanations during a private coaching.
 
Price: 50,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
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PAINTED WHILE TEACHING

 
 
 

Zombicide Hero #05
Project year: 2019
Zombicide 32 mm. Plastic.  
Advanced Speedpainting, painted during a private coaching.
 
Price: 50,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
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PAINTED WHILE TEACHING

 
 
 

 
Zombie Maid 
Project year: 2022
Zombicide CMON GAMES. 32 mm. Plastic.  
Speedpainting basic explanations during a private coaching. 
Painted in 15 Minutes. 
 
Price: 50,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs. 
 
More photos: 
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/zombie-maid

 

https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/zombie-maid
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PAINTED WHILE TEACHING

 
 
 

15 Minutes Face
Project year: 2022
3D Print. Resin. 
Painted for an explanation video for YouTube  
on how to combine watercolor with acrylic paint. 
Thumb Thumbnail size.
 
Price: 70,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
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PAINTED WHILE TEACHING

 
 
 

 
Zombie Lady 
Project year: 2022
Zombicide CMON GAMES. 32 mm. Plastic.  
Speedpainting basic explanations during a private coaching. 
Painted in 15 Minutes. 
 
Price: 50,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs. 
 
More photos: 
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/zombie-lady

 

https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/zombie-lady
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ARTWORK

 
 
 
Smile
Project year: 2020
Original. Mixed Media on canvas. 60x40 cm.
 
Price: 500,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
 
Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/smile
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ARTWORK

 

The Dark Knight
Project year: 2019
Original. Mixed Media on canvas. 90x70 cm.
 
Price: 1100,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
 
Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/the-dark-knight
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ARTWORK

Buffalo
Project year: 2019
Original. Mixed Media on canvas. 90x70 cm.
 
Price: 500,00 €
Shipping in Germany included in the price.  
Outside Germany there will be additional shipping costs.
 
Want to see more photos of this project?
https://www.romanlappat.com/miniatures/the-dark-knight
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II
WHY I CHARGE WHAT I CHARGE?

      PROCESS & SHIPPING

Pricing
The following points sum up reasons and explanations on the fee I ask for my artwork. 
These points together make a final charge and I want to keep my offers as transparent as 
possible. 

Time
The time I worked on a project for planning, preparation, eventual conversion work, 
basing and painting.
 
Material costs
Preparation material, plinth, the figure, colours, brushes, rent I pay for the place where I 
work.

Shipping
Shipping costs to your location are also included in the charge I ask if you are based in 
Germany. Additional shipping costs to all locations outside Europe. I always ship with 
regular tracked DHL shipping. If you want an upgrade with UPS or DHL Express the 
additional shipping costs will be on you. 
 
You can find explanations on my high quality packing here: 
http://massivevoodoo.blogspot.com/2016/12/tutorial-how-to-pack-your-miniatures_21.
html
 
Some projects are impossible to be shipped as the danger to damage them is too high.
Therefor a pickup by you or a transport by me is possible. We just have to talk and find 
solutions to maybe meet at a figure show, have friends travelling close by or to meet up for 
a coffee somewhere on this planet. 

Taxes
As I am working as self-employed artist you will also find my tax calculation included in 
the prices I do charge. 

Payment
Payment can be done via Paypal what I prefer or in Germany/Europe via bank transfer. 
There is also the option to pay in two, three or more monthly rates or even more months. 
Let’s talk. We find a solution together. My paypal adress is: jarhead@massivevoodoo.com

http://massivevoodoo.blogspot.de/2016/12/tutorial-how-to-pack-your-miniatures_21.html
http://massivevoodoo.blogspot.com/2016/12/tutorial-how-to-pack-your-miniatures_21.html
http://massivevoodoo.blogspot.com/2016/12/tutorial-how-to-pack-your-miniatures_21.html
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II

Process
You might wonder how the progress is if you decide to buy one of my projects:

- After I received your mail telling me your expression of interest in my work,
I will send out this PDF to you.

- I would be happy to receive a response, even if you decide not to make any of the projects 
yours. If you decide to buy one project, we will have further talk via mail.

- As soon as you paid the project I will take preparation to make it ready for shipping.
This might take some days, at maximum two weeks as in some cases I have to order new 
plastic containers to be perfect for the projects safe transport. I need your adress.

- As soon as I am done with the packing I make the parcel ready for shipping and keep you 
updated about the shipping status.

- As soon as the project arrives at your place I am happy to hear a response, as I really do not 
feel very comfortable with sending delicate and tiny miniature projects.

- Giving my best in the preparation for a safe transport I can tell that no major damage 
occured to the projects I sold so far. Sometimes a small tiny part breaks, even I packed 
ultra-secure, but a drop of superglue helps get it back on spot. I will not take any responsibil-
ity for damaged items at all. If such a case occurs we will contact the postal service. That is
why I always ship parcels with insurance.

 
PROCESS & SHIPPING
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THANK YOU

Thank you for your support!  
With buying a figure project from me you help me 
to continue my work, my painting, my teachings,

my life.

Thank you!


